Owner’s Use And Care

Always use a mild cleaning agent, like soap and water or non-toxic solution on glass surfaces. Polish with soft clean cloth.

Use a mild cleaning agent such as soap and water on all aluminum frames. Do not use an abrasive or petroleum based products on anodized or painted aluminum surfaces. Use only a soft cloth or sponge to clean surfaces; scrubbing or scraping will cause aluminum finishes to scratch or peel.

In the event of accidental glass breakage, call a professional glazier to remove the entire unit with the blinds. A new sealed unit complete with blinds should be ordered and re-glazed into the frame.

Control knobs can be replaced without replacing the entire unit. Call to order replacement knob controls.

Quality Counts

IE; Blinds are a cost effective and clean alternative to traditional window treatments and cubicle curtains.

All of our units come with a full manufacturer’s warranty and a promise to provide complete customer satisfaction.

Please call us today should you require assistance or have questions regarding your new integral blind unit(s).